Mobile Heavy plant engineer
An exciting opportunity to work within a family company based in Lincolnshire with a current turnover of
circa £10 million which is currently expanding throughout its core businesses. This job has great
potential and offers flexibility to develop the role to ensure optimum solutions through existing
experience and knowledge, future training and development and innovation. The successful candidate
will be responsible for maintaining, servicing and repairing our fleet of heavy plant to include Suction
Excavators, unique Recycling Lorries, Crushers, Directional Drills and Mini Diggers. The role is extremely
varied and requires use of own initiative, time management, resourcefulness and problem solving skills
as well as a solid base of experience and qualifications with hydraulics, electronics and computer literacy
as a requirement.
Ideally suited for an enthusiastic individual with a "can do" attitude who can work as a member of a
team and also show personal initiative throughout. The role will include but is not limited to the
following: -

•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance regime for all our heavy plant and equipment
Fault diagnosis on electric and hydraulic systems and resolution
Plant and equipment repairs
Data capture and input via toughbooks
Client and colleague Liaison throughout
Essentials skills required are: -

•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving licence and skills and understanding of plant operation
Confident fault diagnosis on electric and hydraulic systems
Plant servicing experience to NVQ level or similar
Problem solving skills
Computer literate as we use tough books for data capture, assistance and to aid in plant schedules
Genuinely Interested in keeping up to date with new technologies and recommending to the company
how this can improve efficiencies in working practices or operations
Primarily working from home the area of service would predominantly be the south east and midlands
with lodge and subsistence being provided where necessary. Some training will require overseas
attendance.
In return we offer a competitive salary with use of a van and tools, an excellent working environment
with flexible management approach, continued development and superb progression opportunities.
Good Luck.

